Let (M n , g) be a non-compact riemannian n-manifold with bounded geometry at order k ≥ n 2 . We show that if the spectrum of the Laplacian ∆ g starts with q + 1 discrete eigenvalues λ 0 < λ 1 ≤ ... ≤ λ q isolated from the essential spectrum, and if the metric is generic for the C k+2 -strong topology, then the λ j are distinct and their associated eigenfunctions are Morse. This generalizes to non-compact manifolds some arguments developped by K. Uhlenbeck. We deduce from this result that if M n has bounded geometry at order k ≥ n 2 and has an isolated first eigenvalue for its Laplacian, then for any riemannian covering p :
multiplicity) isolated from the essential spectrum of M . Then there is a neighbourhood U(g 0 ) for the C k+2 -strong topology such that for any metric in U(g 0 ), the geometry is bounded at order k, and the Laplacian has q + 1 first eigenvalues isolated from the essential spectrum. Moreover, there is a generic set U M (g 0 ) ⊂ U(g 0 ) such that for any metric in g ∈ U M (g 0 ), the q + 1 first eigenvalues of ∆ g are simple and the associated eigenfunctions are Morse.
Our first section presents this C k+2 -strong topology , and uses it as a crucial tool to adapt Uhlenbeck's arguments to non-compact manifolds. In our second section, we apply these generic properties of the first eigenfunction to study some spectral properties of riemannian coverings :
Theorem 2. Let M be a riemannian n-manifold with bounded geometry at order k ≥ n 2 . Assume the bottom of the spectrum of ∆ g is an isolated eigenvalue. Then for any riemannian covering p : M → M , we have
where we set Neumann conditions on ∂D. This supremum is attained if there is a fundamental domain D 0 ⊂ M on which the function p • φ 0 satisfies Neumann boundary condition, where φ 0 is the first eigenfunction of ∆ g .
To show this equality we approximate a given metric by generic metrics, and we use the following characterization of the bottom of the spectrum with Neumann conditions :
Theorem 3. Let D be a riemannian manifold with boundary, then the bottom of the spectrum of the Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions is given by λ 0 (D) = sup λ ∈ R : ∃φ ∈ C ∞ (D), φ > 0, ∂φ ∂ν ∂D ≡ 0, ∆φ = λφ .
This means for any real λ, there exists a C ∞ positive λ-harmonic function φ on D with Neumann boundary conditions if and only if λ ≤ λ 0 (D). D. Sullivan gave a proof of this result, based on a diffusion process, when the boundary is empty. In our Appendix, we extends his proof to the case of Neumann boundary conditions. where ∇ g is the Levi-Civita connexion associated to g. We will omit the index g when no confusion shall arise. In the neighbourhood of a point where the manifold is defined by smooth coordinates (x i ) i=1,...,n , the metric is represented by a field of n × n positive symetric matrices g ij (x). The Laplacian can be expressed in these coordinates as an order 2 differential operator :
where g ij is the inverse of the matrix g ij (x) and √ g is the square-root of the determinant of g ij (see [Cha84] p. 5 for this computation). A C 1 function φ satifies Dirichlet boundary conditions if it vanishes on ∂M . If ∂M is piecewise C 1 , the function φ satisfies Neumann boundary conditions if ∇φ is tangent to ∂M almost everywhere.
We note L 2 (M ) the set of real-valued square-summable functions on M , H 1 (M ) the set of L 2 -functions whose gradient in the distribution sense is a square-summable vector field, and H 2 ⊂ H 1 the set of functions whose Laplacian (in the distribution sense) is L 2 . The Laplacian ∆ g with Neumann (or Dirichlet) boundary conditions extends to a non-compact operator on L 2 , whose domain is the maximal subset D(∆) ⊂ H 2 on which the corresponding boundary conditions are satisfied. When the boundary is empty, the maximal domain of this extension is H 2 . Definition 1.1. A real λ is in the spectrum of ∆ g with Neumann (resp. Dirichlet) boundary conditions if the operator
is not invertible. It is in the essential spectrum of ∆ g if there exists a sequence of functions ψ n ∈ D(∆ g ), orthogonal in L 2 , such that
We will note Spec(g) and Spec e (g) the spectrum of ∆ g and its essential spectrum ; λ 0 (g) and λ ess 0 (g) will denote their infima. We have Spec e (g) ⊂ Spec(g) ⊂ R + .
Proposition 1.1. The discrete spectrum of ∆ g , defined by Spec d (g) = Spec(g)\Spec e (g), is a set of discrete eigenvalues with finite multiplicities.
See for example [Eic07] , p11.
Example 1.1. It is shown in [LP82] that the essential spectrum of a geometrically finite non-compact hyperbolic n-manifold is the half line . This occurs, for instance, for hyperbolic surfaces whose convex core has a boundary pinched enough, or for geometrically finite acylindrical hyperbolic 3-manifolds (see [CMT99] ). Various other examples of non-compact manifolds with non-empty discrete spectrum are given in [FH05] , Section 4.
We assume for the rest of this section that M is complete without boundary and that ∆ g has at least one eigenvalue λ 0 < λ ess 0 (otherwise Theorem 1 is empty).
We define now the Sobolev spaces on our non-compact manifold, whose use will be crucial for our arguments. Our presentation relies on the article [Aub76] of T. Aubin. Let (M, g) be a non-compact riemannian manifold. We fix a C ∞ atlas U = (U a , φ a ) a∈A of M , which is assumed to be locally finite : for all a ∈ A, U a is compact and intersects only a finite number of U b , b = a. Let k > 0 be fixed, assume the metric g is C k+2 (for this atlas).
For any differential p-form α : (T M ) p → R, with p ≤ k + 2, and for all chart-coordinates (x i ) i=1..n around x ∈ M , we set |α| 2 g (x) = n i 1 ,...,ip,j 1 ,...,jp=1
where g ij is the inverse matrix of the metric g ij (x). Then, by definition, for any φ ∈ C 1 (M, R), |dφ| 2 g (x) = g x (∇φ, ∇φ) =: |∇φ| 2 g .
Let φ ∈ C q (M, R), with 2 ≤ q ≤ k. We note ∇ 0 φ = φ, and for any 2 ≤ p ≤ q,
the p − 1-th covariant derivative of dφ. It is a linear p-form.
For any q ≤ k + 2, the Sobolev norm of order q of the function φ is then defined by :
We note C ∞,q (g) = φ ∈ C ∞ (M, R); ||φ|| H q (g) < ∞ .
Definition 1.2. The Sobolev space of ordre q is the completion of C ∞,q (g) pour la norme ||.|| H q (g) . We note this space H q (g), it is a Hilbert space for the norm ||.|| H q (g) .
Obviously, for any p ≥ q ≥ 0, H p ⊂ H q . Let us note that the expression of ||.|| H q (g) includes the partial derivatives of the metric g up to order q − 1. By definition, H 0 (g 0 ) = L 2 (M, g 0 ), and H 1 (M ) is canonically identified with the set of L 2 functions whose gradient in the distribution sense is an L 2 vector field, which we gave previously as a definition of H 1 . Recall that we call H 2 (g) the set of H 1 functions whose Laplacian is a square summable function. Proposition 1.2. If (M, g) is complete without boundary, with a lower bound for the Ricci tensor and positive injectivity radius, then
and the corresponding norms are équivalent.
A proof of this result can be found in [Heb96] , p16. Without any geometric assumption on M , for any C 2 function u :
Therefore, H 2 (g) ⊂ H 2 (g), and the Laplacian always maps H 2 into L 2 = H 0 . We will need later to extend that property to Sobolev spaces of order q > 2 ; this will require some more hypotheses on the curvature tensor.
Definition 1.3. We say (M, g) has bounded geometry at order 0 if and only if its injectivity radius is positive and its sectional curvature is uniformly bounded on M . It has bounded geometry at order k ≥ 1 if it has bounded geometry at order 0 and there exists C > 0 such that for all p ≤ k, and for all x ∈ M , ∇ p g Rm g (x) ≤ C, where Rm g is the Riemann curvature tensor of g.
As the Riemann tensor is expressed using derivatives of the metric up to order 2, bounded geometry at order k is only defined for C k+2 metrics. For any q ∈ N, let us define a new norm on
when q is even, and
when q is odd. We note
and H q (g) the completion of C ∞,q (g) pour la norme ||.||
H 1 (g), and this definition of H 2 (g) is coherent with the one we gave in the previous paragraph.
) be a riemannian complete manifold without boundary, and k ∈ N such that g is C k+2 and (M, g) has bounded geometry at order k. Then for any q ≤ k + 2, the set of C ∞ functions with compact support is dense in H q (g), H q (g) = H q (g), and the corresponding norms ||.|| H q (g 0 ) and ||.|| H q (g 0 ) are équivalent.
Our first assertion is given by the Theorem 2 of [Aub76] . The second follows from Proposition 3 of the same paper. The following consequences comes immediately from the definition of the H q (g): Corollary 1.4. Under the same hypotheses, the Laplacian ∆ g is a bounded operator from H k+2 (g) into H k (g 0 ), all its L 2 -eigenfunctions are in H k+2 (g) and for any λ ∈ R which is not in the L 2 -spectrum of ∆ g , the operator ∆ g − λ is invertible from H k+2 (g) onto H k (g).
Remark 1.1. For these two last theorems, we may not need the assumption of a positive injectivity radius ; see for example the artcile by G. Salomonsen, [Sal01] . Similarly, using harmonic coordinates as in Chapter 2 of [Heb96] should allow to control only the Ricci tensor, and not the whole Riemann tensor. We will limit our presentation to manifolds with bounded geometry, for in that case the work of T. Aubin gives immediately the Theorem 1.3.
Strong topology on complete manifolds
We present now a topology on the set of metrics on M , the strong topology , also known as the Whitney topology . Even if it is classical in functional analysis on non-compact spaces (see for example [Hir94] ), it seems that this topology has never been used to study the properties of elliptic operators on non-compact manifolds.
Recall all our manifolds are assumed to be σ-compact, and let U = (U a , ψ a ) a∈A be a locally finite C ∞ atlas on M (which always exists). All smooth properties of functions and metrics on M will be taken relatively to the smooth structure given by U. Let k ∈ N, we note G k (M ) the set of C k riemannian metrics on M .
For any C ∞ function : M → R * + and any metric g ∈ G k (M ), we set
where for all a ∈ A, the x α i are the local coordinates defined by the chart (U a , ψ a ). Hence, a metric h ∈ U k, (g) if and only if in any point, in the local charts defined by U, all its partial derivatives of order less or equal to k are -closed to those of g. Definition 1.4. We call C k -strong topology on G k (M ), or Whitney topology of order k, the topology generated by the U k, (g), where runs over all smooth positive functions on M and g over all C k riemannian metrics on M .
If U is another locally finite atlas defining the same smooth structure on M as U, the strong topology defined using U -charts is identical to the previous one. We can of course replace in this definition G k (M ) by any space of C k functions from X to R, where X is a smooth manifold (here, X = T 2 M ). Recall there are two other classical topologies on such a function space : the uniform topology of order k, and the compact-open topology of order k. When M is compact, these three topologies are the same, generated by the norm
For a description of general properties of these three topologies, the reader may consult [Hir94] . Let us point out that when M is non-compact, the C k -strong topology is not metrizable, on the opposite to the uniform topology and the compact-open topology. For any compact K ⊂ M , we will call uniform norm of order k the norm defined on C k functions on K by
The C k -strong topology is finer that the uniform topology. Here is a fundamental property of its converging sequences : Proposition 1.5. Let (g n ) ∈ C k (M ) N be a sequence converging to g ∞ for the C k -strong topology. There exists N > 0 and a compact K ⊂ M such that for any n ≥ N ,
Moreover, for any p = 0, ..., k,
Note that the compact K generally depends on the sequence (g n ).
Proof. Let (K p ) p∈N be a sequence of compact sets such that
let us show there exists p, N > 0 such that for any n ≥ N ,
By contradiction, assume that for any N, p ∈ N, there is n N,p ≥ N and x N,p ∈ M \K p , such that
We can assume without loss of generality that there exists a δ > 0 such that for any N, p > 0, all balls center in x N,p with radius δ are disjoint. Let : M → R * + be a function such that for any N ∈ N, (x N,N ) < N,N . As all the x N,N are isolated, there exists such a function. We note
by definition of the C k -strong topology, it is a neighbourhood of g ∞ . One can immediately check that for any N ≥ 0, g n N,N / ∈ U k, , contradicting the hypothesis that (g n ) converges to g ∞ for the C k -strong topology. Therefore, there exists a compact K ⊂ M such that g n | M \K = g ∞ | M \K . By definition of the C k -strong topology, we immediately get for any p = 0, ..., k,
Remark 1.2. The converse is obviously true : if (g n ) is a sequence of metrics such that there is a compact K and an integer N > 0, such that for any n ≥ N ,
and if the g n | K converge uniformly (with all their partial derivatives of order less or equal to k) to g ∞ | K , then the sequence (g n ) converges to g ∞ for the C k -strong topology.
Bounded topology is an open property for the strong topology : Proposition 1.6. Let k ≥ 2 and g 0 ∈ G k (M ) be a metric with bounded geometry at order k − 2.
Then there exists a neighbourhood U(g 0 ) for the C k -strong topology such that any metric g ∈ U(g 0 ) has bounded geometry at order k − 2. Moreover, we can choose U(g 0 ) such that for any g ∈ U(g 0 ), the injectivity radius of (M, g) has a uniform lower bound on U(g 0 ), and the bound on the derivatives of Rm g is uniform on U(g 0 ).
Sketch of proof. The Riemann tensor is a polynomial into the partial derivatives of the metric of order up to 2 with fixed coefficients. Therefore, a neighbourhood with uniform bounds on Riemann tensor's covariant derivatives of order ≤ k − 2 comes as a straightforward consequence of the definition of the C k -strong topology. We let the reader check that if the injectivity radius Inj(M, g 0 ) = δ > 0, then for any > 0, there is a neighbourhood U (g 0 ) of g 0 for the C k -strong topology such that for any g ∈ U (g 0 ), Inj(M, g) ≥ δ − .
We will need the fact that two metrics close for the C k -strong topology will define the same Sobolev spaces : Proposition 1.7. For any g ∈ G k (M ), any p ∈ [0, k + 1] and any constant C > 1, there exists a neighbourhood U p of g for the C k -strong topology such that for any h ∈ U p , and any function
these inequalities being always defined R. In particular, for any h ∈ U p , we have H p (h) = H p (g), and the norms ||.
For p = 0, let 1 < C 0 < C, and let us consider the neighbourhood U 0 = U k, 0 (g) (see Definition 1.4) where 0 : M → R * + is such that for any h ∈ U k, 0 (g), and for any
is the determinant of h in a g-orthonormal basis of T x M , such a function exists by continuity of the determinant. One can immediately check that U 0 satisfies the conclusion of our proposition at order 0.
Let p ∈ [1, k + 1], we will use the following lemma :
Lemma 1.8. For any chart U a ∈ U with compact closure K, and for any (constant) η > 0, there is a constant C η,a > 1 such that if ||g − h|| ∞,K,p ≤ η, then for any point x ∈ U α , and any function
Moreover, we can take C η,a such that lim η→0 C η,a = 1.
Proof. Let a ∈ A, set K = U a . We start with p = 1 : for any x ∈ K, let g ij (x) note the metric g expressed in the coordinates defined by the chart (U a , ψ a ), and g ij (x) = (g ij (x)) −1 . By continuity of the matrix inverse, and uniform continuity of g on K, for any η > 0, there is a constant C 1 η,a such that
with moreover lim
Let p > 1 and h ∈ G k (M ). On U a , we write explicitely |∇ p h f | 2 h in the chart-coordinates defined by (U a , ψ a ). Translating the Christoffel symbols as sums of partial derivatives of the metric (see [GHL04] , §2.B) at each step of the derivation, one can show by induction that this covariant derivative is a polynomial, whose variables are the partial derivatives of order ≤ p of f and the partial derivatives of order ≤ p − 1 of the metric h, and whose coefficients do not depend on these. Moreover, this polynomial do not have any term which does not depend on the metric h. Therefore, the existence of the constants (C η,a ) η>0 satisfying the conclusion of our lemma comes directly from the uniform continuity of the partial derivatives of order ≤ p − 1 of the metric on K.
Let now ζ = (ζ a ) a∈A be a partition of unity subordinated to U : for any a ∈ A, ζ a has compact support, and for any x ∈ M , a∈A ζ a (x) = 1.
Let f ∈ H p (g), for any metric h ∈ U 1 , we have
Let ( a ) a∈A be a family of positive constants such that for any a ∈ A and x ∈ U a , a ≤ 0 (x), where 0 was defined above for p = 0. Let C a = C a,a be the family of constants given by the previous lemma. Taking the a small enough, we can assume for all a ∈ A, 1 < C a .C 0 ≤ C. Let U p be a neighbourhood of g such that for any h ∈ U p and any U a ∈ U, we have
Such a neighbourhood exists by definition of the C k -strong topology. We get then a∈A Ua
We show similarly that ||f ||
, which concludes the proof of the Proposition 1.7.
To finish this part, we show that this topology is adapted to the study of the spectrum of the Laplacian. We say the Laplacian ∆ g has q + 1 first eigenvalues
) and the first eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum (repeated according to their mutliplicity) are λ 0 (g) < λ 1 (g) ≤ ... ≤ λ q (g). The following theorem shows that the bottom of the essential spectrum and the lower part of the discrete spectrum vary continuously for the strong topology.
Theorem 1.9. Let k ≥ 1. The application g → λ ess 0 (g) is continuous from G k (M ) to R for the C kstrong topology. Assume that for some g 0 ∈ G k (M ) and the Laplacian ∆ g 0 has q + 1 first eigenvalues isolated from the essential spectrum :
Then there is a neighbourhood U(g 0 ) of g 0 for the C k -strong metric such that for any g ∈ U(g 0 ), the Laplacian ∆ g has q + 1 first eigenvalues. Moreover, for any 0 ≤ j ≤ q + 1, the map g → λ j (g) is continuous from U(g 0 ) to R for the C k -strong topology.
Proof. Let k ≥ 1, we separate the proof of this theorem into the following lemmas.
Proof. Let g ∈ G k (M ) and > 0. By Proposition 2.1 of [Don81] , for any h ∈ G k (M ) and any λ > 0, the interval (−∞, λ] intersects the essential spectrum of ∆ h if and only if for any δ > 0, there exists an infinite-dimensional subspace
Let us write λ ess 0 = λ ess 0 (g) and for any δ > 0, we set
Let η > 0 be such that (1 + η) 2 λ ess 0 < λ ess 0 + and (1 + η) 2 (λ ess 0 − ) < λ ess 0 − /2, and let V η be a neighbourhood of g on which the Sobolev spaces are (1 + η)-uniformly equivalent, as given by the Proposition 1.7. For any h ∈ V η and any f ∈ D δ , we get then
by definition of η. Therefore, λ ess 0 (h) < λ ess 0 + for any h ∈ V η . Moreover, for any function f ∈ H 2 (g), we also have
Assume by contradiction there exists h ∈ V η such that λ ess 0 (h) < λ ess 0 − . Then, for any δ > 0 there exists
Therefore by definition of η, for any δ > 0 and any
The bottom of the essential spectrum of ∆ g is hence less than λ ess 0 − /2, a contradiction. We have eventually shown that for any g ∈ G k (M ) and > 0, there exists a neighbourhood V of g for the C k -strong topology such that for any h ∈ V η ,
This concludes the proof of our lemma.
Let g 0 ∈ G k (M ) be such that the Laplacian ∆ g 0 has q + 1 first eigenvalues isolated from the essential spectrum : there exists > 0 such that
Up to reducing U(g 0 ) to a smaller neighbourhood, by Proposition 1.7 we can assume that for any g ∈ U(g 0 ), and any f ∈ H 1 (g 0 ),
.
Lemma 1.11. For any g ∈ U(g 0 ), the Laplacian ∆ g has q +1 first eigenvalues and for any j ≤ q +1,
To show the continuity of these eigenvalues, we will need the following version of the Min-Max principle for non-compact manifolds. Proposition 1.12 (Weak Min-Max principle on non compact manifolds). Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold such that the bottom of the essential spectrum λ ess 0 (∆ g ) > 0. For any λ ∈ [0, λ ess 0 (g)) and any j ∈ N, assume there exists a j + 1-dimensional subspace
Then ∆ g has j + 1 first eigenvalues smaller or equal to λ. This is a very classical result, whose proof is the same as in the compact case for we assume to be below the bottom of the essential spectrum. We shall not prove it here, see for example the first chapter of [Cha84] .
Proof of Lemma 1.11. Let us first show that for any g ∈ U(g 0 ), the Laplacian ∆ g has q + 1 eigenvalues. For any 0 ≤ j ≤ q, we note φ 0 i the eigenfunction of ∆ g 0 associated to the eigenvalue λ j (g 0 ). Let D q (g 0 ) be the subspace of H 1 generated by the {φ 0 j ; 0 ≤ j ≤ q}. One can easily check that for any f ∈ D q (g 0 ),
By construction of U(g 0 ), we have then for any f ∈ D q (g 0 ),
Therefore, by the previous Min-Max principle,
For any 0 ≤ j ≤ q, let us show g → λ j (g) is continuous for the C k -strong topology. Let g ∈ U(g 0 ), we note λ 0 < λ 1 ≤ ... ≤ λ j the j + 1 first eigenvalues of g, φ 0 , ..., φ j the associated eigenfunctions, and D j (g) the j + 1-dimensional space they generate. Let fix > 0, and let η > 0 be such that
Let U (g) ⊂ U(g 0 ) be a neighbourhood of g such that for any h ∈ U (g) and any function of H 1 (g),
Such a neighbourhood exists by Proposition 1.7. We claim that for any h ∈ U (g),
which implies by the Min-Max principle that λ j (h) ≤ λ j + . Assume now by contradiction there is
Remark 1.3. The continuity of the first eigenvalues for the strong topology could also be deduced from the continuity of the spectrum for Lipschitz convergence, which is proved in Theorem A. of [FH05] .
Proof of Genericity Theorem
Let (M n , g 0 ) be a riemannian manifold with bounded geometry at order k ≥ n 2 such that the Laplacian ∆ g 0 has q+1 first eigenvalues λ 0 < λ 1 ≤ ... ≤ λ q (repeated according to their multiplicity) isolated from the essential spectrum of M . By the results of our previous paragraph, we know there is a neighbourhood U(g 0 ) for the C k+2 -strong topology such that for any metric in U(g 0 ), the geometry is bounded at order k, and the Laplacian has q + 1 first eigenvalues isolated from the essential spectrum. To finish the proof of our Theorem 1, we have now to show there is a generic set U M (g 0 ) ⊂ U(g 0 ) such that for any metric in g ∈ U M (g 0 ), the q + 1 first eigenvalues of ∆ g are simple and the associated eigenfunctions are Morse. Definition 1.5. Let E be a topological space. A subset A ⊂ E is a generic set in A if it can be obtained as a countable intersection of dense open sets in E.
Such a subset has also been called a Baire set, a residual set, a dense G δ or a set of second category .
Baire's theorem claims that a generic subset of a complete metric space E is dense in E. The C k -strong topology we defined in the previous paragraph is not metrizable. Even though Baire's theorem do not apply, a similar statement is still true : Theorem 1.13. The set G k+2 (M ) with the C k+2 -strong topology is a Baire space, which means that any generic subset of G k+2 (M ) is dense. This is a direct corollary of Theorem 4.2 p 59 of [Hir94] and of the fact that if a sequence of metrics (g n ) uniformly converges on M with its partial derivatives up to order k, then the limit is still a C k metric on M .
Simple eigenvalues are generic We note G k+2 q (M ) the set of C k+2 -metrics on M g with bounded geometry at order k, whose Laplacien admits q + 1 first eigenvalues λ 0 (g) < λ 1 (g) ≤ ... ≤ λ q (g) < λ ess 0 (g). By Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 1.9, G k+2
Our first genericity result is the following : Theorem 1.14. Given any metric g ∈ G k+2 q (M ) and any non-empty open set O ⊂ M , there exists a metric h ∈ G k+2 q (M ), equal to g outside O, and arbitrarily closed to g for the C k+2 -strong topology on M , such that all eigenvalues of ∆ h are distinct. Proof of the corollary. The openness of the set of metrics with distinct q + 1 first eigenvalues comes from Theorem 1.9. Its density comes from the previous theorem.
Our proof of this theorem is inspired from the proof of Theorem 1 of K. Uhlenbeck's paper [Uhl76] which we adapt to the non-compact case.
Proof of Theorem 1.14. The key tools for the proof of this genericity statement, as well as other generic properties we will prove, are Fredholm maps and Sard-Smale Transversality Theorem we present now. Definition 1.6.
1. An application f : E → G between two Banach-spaces is a Fredholm operator if its kernel is finite dimensional, its image is closed, and its co-kernel G/Im(F ) is finite dimensional.
The index of a Fredholm operator
F is dim(KerF ) − dim(CoKerF ).
A differentiable application F : X → Y between two Banach manifolds is a Fredholm map
if its differential is a Fredholm operator in each point. Its index is then, in each point, the index of its differential.
The concept of Fredholm map was introduced by S. Smale in [Sma65] . He shows that when the basis manifold is connected, the index does not depend on the chosen point.
, the operator ∆ g − λ is a Fredholm operator from H k+2 to H k , for ∆ g is elliptic and its eigenvalues lower than λ ess 0 (g 0 ) have finite multiplicities (see [Sma65] , Section 2, and references given there). It has index 0 because it is self-adjoint.
Recall a regular value of F : X → Y is a point y ∈ Y such that for any x ∈ F −1 (y), D x F is surjective. is generic in B.
q (M ) be a neighbourhood of g for the C k+2 -strong topology such that for any h ∈ U g , λ g (h) < λ ess 0 (g) : such a neighbourhood exists by theorem 1.9. Let O ⊂ M be a non-empty open set ; we can assume without generality that it has compact closure and smooth boundary. Let K ⊂ O be a compact subset with non-empty interior and smooth boundary.
We note G k+2 (O) the set of C k+2 metrics on O, and we define an injectionι g :
We note O g ⊂ G k+2 (O) the set of all C k+2 -metrics h such that ι g (h) ∈ U g , where U g is the neighbourhood of g we defined previously. The set O g is open in G k+2 (O) for the C k+2 -uniform topology on O : it is therefore a Banach manifold (getting a Banach manifold was the main purpose of restricting to compact perturbations of the metric). Remark that by the Decomposition Principle of [DL79] we already mentionned, for all h ∈ O g ,
We can assume moreover, reducing U g if necessary, that for any h ∈ O g and any integer g ≤ k+2, the Sobolev H q (M, g) and H q (M, ι g (h)) are equivalent. We note from now on for all q ∈ N, H q = H q (M, g): we still work avec the Sobolev space on the complete manifold.
We set
it is a Banach submanifold of H k+2 with codimension 1, and for any φ ∈ S k+2 , the tangent space in φ to S k+2 is
From now on, for any h ∈ O g , we will note ∆ h for ∆ ιg(h) and λ 0 (h) < λ 1 (h) ≤ ... ≤ λ q (h) < λ 0 (g) the q + 1 first eigenvalues of ∆ h . Let us set now
By the explicit formula of the Laplacian (see Paragraph 1.1) and general properties of the evaluation map on a compact set (see [AR67] , Chapitre 3), since for any
is C k , we know the application F is C k . We will note
Lemma 1.18. The function φ ∈ S k+2 is an eigenfunction of ∆ h associated to λ if and only if F (φ, λ, h) = 0. Moreover, the eigenvalue λ is simple if and only if (φ, λ) is a regular point of F h .
This lemma was already proved in [Uhl76] , p1064.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Let (φ, λ, h) such that ∆ h φ = λφ, the differential dF h :
where v runs over all H k+2 which are L 2 -orthogonal to φ and s ∈ R Moreover, v → ∆ h v − λv is surjective on the L 2 -orthogonal of φ in H k if and only if λ is a simple eigenvalue. Varying parameter s, this concludes our proof.
Our genericity result will be a direct consequence of the Corollary 1.17 of Sard-Smale Theorem and the following lemma : Lemma 1.19. In any (φ, λ, h) ∈ F −1 (0)
m], (φ i , λ, h) ∈ F −1 (0). We note ∂ h F the partial derivative of F along T O g : with our previous notations, the total derivatives splits into
We want to show
This will come from the following lemma :
Proof. This is inspired from [Uhl76] , p 1075. The tangent space to O g in the metric h is
δh symetric 2-form on M with support in O} .
As
we have by definition at a point (φ, λ, h) ∈ Q,
Moreover, by Green Formula we have
Let us note dφ dw the symetric 2-form defined for any x ∈ M and X, Y ∈ T x M by
In a any local coordinates basis (x i ) on a neighbourhood of x, the matrix of dφ dw is
. As ι g (h) is symetric, we have then at point x and in this coordinates basis,
The Formula (4) can then be rewritten as follows:
where the inverse and the matrix product are taken in any coordinate basis in each point (the expression does not depend on that basis). Let us note
(T h O g ) 0 is the space of variations de h which preserve the volume form dv h on O. It will be enough to consider such variations. One can immediately check that dι g (T h O g ) 0 is contained in the space of variations which preserve the volume form of ι g (h) on all M , for the cut-off function only adds a multiplicative term to the volume element on O\K which stays constant during these variations. Differentiating term by term the equation (5) 
by equation (3). Moreover, for any x ∈ K, by definition we have
By Formula (6), we get then for allmost all x ∈ K and all symetric matrix δh such that
defines a scalar product on the set of symetric matrices, and as the application δh → −g −1 δh is invertible, for almost all x ∈ K there exists then λ(x) ∈ R such that
Nevertheless, h has maximal rank n ≥ 2 and is positive. On the opposite, dw dφ has rank at most 2, and if n = 2, its determinant is negative. Therefore λ(x) = 0 almost everywhere K. As dw is continuous outside y, its support is therefore included in the set of critical points of φ which are in K. As M has infinite volume, φ is not constant. By the Unique Continuation principle of Aronszajn for solutions of elliptic equations (see [Aro57] ), the set of critical points of φ has empty interior. The differential dw vanishes then on K, and w is constant.
As K has non-empty interior, by Aronszajn's Unique Continuation principle the φ 2 , ..., φ m cannot be constant K. Therefore Im(dF h ) + Im(∂ h F ) is L 2 -dense in H k , which ends the proof of Lemma 1.19. Lemma 1.19 and Corollary 1.17 implies that the set of metrics h ∈ O g such that the Laplacian of ι g (h) has distinct eigenvalues is generic in O g , hence dense, for the C k+2 -uniform topology. As ι g is continuous from G k+2 (O) with the C k+2 -uniform topology to G k+2 (M ) with the C k+2 -strong topology, this implies the theorem 1.14.
Morse eigenfunction are generic Recall a Morse function is a C 2 -function whose Hessian is non-degenerate in all its critical points. For a C 2 function f ∈ C 2 (M, R), being Morse is well defined as long as a C 2 -atlas is fixed on M . In particular, it does not depend on the metric. Morse functions are generic in C 2 (M ) for the C 2 -strong topology : this can be shown by an argument similar (but shorter) to the proof we give now that generic metrics have Morse eigenfunctions.
Let g ∈ G k+2 q (M ), by Theorem 1.14 we can assume that the q + 1 first eigenvalues of ∆ g are distinct. Let U ⊂ G k+2 q (M ) be a neighbourhood of g such that for any h ∈ U, the q + 1 eigenvalues of ∆ h are distinct and the Sobolev Spaces H k (M, g) and H k (M, h) are equivalent. We will note H k = H k (M, g), with its norm ||.|| H k+2 (g) . From now on, a «compact K ⊂ M » will mean a compact subset of M with smooth boundary and non-empty interior. Let us fix i ∈ [0, q], for any compact K ⊂ M , we note M φ i (K) ⊂ U the set of metrics h ∈ U such that the i-th eigenfunction φ h i is Morse on K. The first step of our main Theorem 1 is given by the following proposition:
is an open subset of U for the C k+2 -strong topology.
Proof. Let h ∈ M φ i (K), by hypothesis φ h i is Morse on K and h has bounded geometry at order k. By Corollary 1.4, the operator ∆ h is then bounded from H k+2 to H k , associated to the quadratic form
where we have noted
From the general expression of the Laplacian from the metric (see Paragraph 1.1), the application h → ∆ h is continuous from U with the C k+2 -strong topology to the set of bounded operators from H k+2 to H k . Therefore, the application which maps h to the i-th eigenfunction φ h i of ∆ h is continuous from U to H k+2 (the reader used to spectral theory will find a proof of this result in the classical book T. Kato, [Kat95] , Section IV.3.5 ; it can also be shown by a Implicit Function Theorem in H k+2 ). Now the set of Morse functions on K is open for the C 2 -uniform topology on K : there exists η > 0 such that any fonction f : K → R which satisfies
Moreover, by Sobolev injections on the compact K (see [Heb96] p21), for k ≥ n 2 (where n is the dimension of M ), H k+2 (K) with the Sobolev norm restricted to K injects continuously into C 2 (K) with the ||.|| ∞,K,2 . There exists then δ > 0 such that for any fonction f ∈ H k+2 (K) satisfying
By continuity of the map h → φ h 0 , there is a neighbourhood U 1 ⊂ U of g for the C k+2 -strong topology such that for any h ∈ U 1 ,
By previous arguments, φ h i is Morse on K for any h ∈ U 1 , which concludes the proof of Proposition 1.21.
The next crucial step of the proof of Theorem 1 will be the following proposition :
Like for Theorem 1.14, the proof of this proposition is inspired from [Uhl76] , and relies on the use of an appropriate version of Sard-Smale Theorem.
Proof. Let O ⊂ M be an open set with compact closure such that K ⊂ O, and χ K : M → R be a cut-off function which is 1 on K and 0 outside O. We go back to the notations of the proof of Theorem 1.14. G k+2 (O) is the space of C k+2 metrics on O, ι g :
The map ι g is continuous from G k+2 (O)with the C k+2 -uniform topology to G k+2 (M ) with the C k+2 -strong topology.
Let a, b ∈ R such that λ i−1 (g) < a < λ i (g) < b < λ i+1 (g), such a, b exist by hypothesis. By continuity of g → λ i (g ) in G k+2 (M ) for the strong topology (see Theorem 1.9), there exists a neighbourhood U i ⊂ U such that for any g ∈ U i , λ i−1 (g ) < a < λ i (g ) < b < λ i+1 (g ). We note O i ⊂ G k+2 (O) the set of all C k+2 -metrics h such that ι g (h) ∈ U i . For all q ∈ N, we note H q = H q (M, g),
and for any h ∈ O g , we will note ∆ h for ∆ ιg(h) , λ i (h) the i-th eigenvalue of ∆ ιg(h) and φ h i its associated eigenfunction.
We set once again
Lemma 1.23. The set Q i is a Banach submanifold of S k × (a, b) × O i whose tangent space in (φ, λ, g) is :
Moreover, the projection π is an index 0 Fredholm map.
Proof. By construction, for any
By Lemma 1.18, 0 is a regular value and by Implicit Functions Theorem, Q i is a Banach submanifold. By definition,
which gives immediately the expression of the Lemma. As Q i is a smooth submanifold, π is differentiable. We have just seen it is a bijection from Q to O g , it is therefore a Fredholm operator of index 0.
To characterize Morse property, we will use the notion of transversality :
We note ξ 0 ⊂ T * M the null section of the cotangent bundle. One can immediately check that a function f : KR is Morse on K if and only if for any x ∈ K, df (x) is transverse to ξ 0 . Therefore, Proposition 1.22 is implied by the following proposition and Baire Theorem : Proposition 1.24. There is a subset M i ⊂ O i , generic for the C k+2 -uniform topology, such that for any h ∈ M i , if (φ, λ, h) ∈ π −1 (h), then dφ is transverse to ξ 0 on K.
Proof. To prove this result, we will use as in [Uhl76] the following version of Sard-Smale Theorem: Proof. This is proven from the original Sard-Smale Theorem in [Uhl76] , p1061.
Corollary 1.26. Let us set β : Q × K → T * M defined by β(φ, λ, h, x) = dφ(x). Assume β is C 1 and transverse to the null section ξ 0 on K. Then the set of h ∈ O i such that φ h i is Morse on K is generic O g .
Proof. Let h ∈ O i , by definition φ h i is Morse on K if and only if dφ h 0 is transverse to ξ 0 on K. Now,
this corollary is directly implied by the previous version of the Sard-Smale Theorem, with f = β and Y = ξ 0 | K . Since the dimension of M as well as the dimension of ξ 0 are equal to half the dimension of T * M , it is enough for β to be C 1 .
To finish the proof of Proposition 1.24, we have to show that β : Q × K → T * M is C 1 and transverse to ξ 0 . As for any h ∈ O g , the metric i g (h) is C k+2 , k ≥ 1, the Laplacien in local coordinates (see Paragraph 1.1) defines an elliptic operator whose coefficients are C k+1 . By the local theory of elliptic equations (see [GT01] , p185), the eigenfunctions φ h i are C k+2 . Therefore, the β is C k+1 . Let us show now it is transverse to ξ 0 .
By definition, the image of (φ, λ, h, x) ∈ Q × K by β is in ξ 0 if and only if dφ(x) = 0. Let (φ, λ, h, x) ∈ Q × K be such that dφ(x) = 0, we want to show that
x φ = ∇dφ is the second differential of φ in any local coordinates basis, as x is a critical point of φ. Let U x be a neighbourhood of x (with compact closure) diffeomorphic to R n and (x 1 , ..., x n ) be local coordinates on this neighbourhood. We only have to show that for any i = 1...n, there exists (v, η, δh) ∈ T (φ,λ,g) Q such that ∂ x i v = 0.
By Lemma 1.23, the tangent space T (φ,λ,h) Q is characterized by the following equalities :
If we restrict to variations on Q which preserve λ i , that is η = 0, these constraints become :
with v orthogonal to φ. We will need to express such a v from a Green function associated to φ.
satisfying the following properties :
we have :
We have noted ∇ h the connexion associated to ι g (h), ∆ h its Laplacian and dv h its volume element on M . We call G φ the modified Green function associated to φ.
Proof. Let (φ, λ, h) ∈ Q i . As ι g (h) has bounded geometry at order k ≥ 1, by the Theorem 4.2 Recall that we assumed that ι g (h) has q + 1 first distinct eigenvalues
, we note φ m the eigenfunction associated to λ m , by construction φ = φ i . The Spectral Decomposition Theorem (see [RS80] , chapter VIII) for the heat operator e −t∆ implies that for any (x, y, t) ∈ M × M × R * + ,
whith the following properties :
1. for any (y, t) ∈ M × R * + and any m ∈ [0, q], p q+1 (., y, t), is L 2 -orthogonal to φ m ; 2. let λ q+1 be the q + 2-th discrete eigenvalue of ∆ h if it exists, otherwise λ q+1 = λ ess
satisfies the following properties :
1. e λt p i+1 is solution of the following modified heat equation : for any (x, y, t)
where the Laplacian is taken in the first space coordinate ;
3. for any bounded summable function f : M → R such that M f φ = 0, the function
satisfies the same modified heat equation, and we have
4. for any (x, y) ∈ M × M , we have
This lemma comes straightforward from the spectral decomposition of the heat kernel, and the classical fact that for any x ∈ M , lim t→0 p(x, y, t) = δ x , where δ x is the Dirac mass in x (see [Cha84] , chapter VIII).
For any x, y ∈ M, x = y, we set now
By the previous lemma, G φ is well defined on M × M \Diag and is C k+1 on M × M \Diag. The symetry of G φ and its orthogonality to φ comes from corresponding properties of e λt p i+1 . It is a classical result (see for example Lemma 3.2 of [Dod83] ) that, when y → x, we have the following equivalent :
where d g (x, y) is the distance between x and y induced by g. Using this equivalent and the fact that for any t > and
computing separately the integral on a neighbourhood of (x, 0) and on the rest of M × [ , ∞[, we show then that for any f ∈ L 2 (M ) orthogonal to φ, the integral
is well defined, and is the unique solution of the equation (∆ − λ)u = f orthogonal to φ. An analogous estimates to (7) for the L 2 -norm of the gradient of e λ i t p i+1 shows the gradient of u is given by the integral form in point 3.(b) and that G φ (., y) ∈ H 1 (M ).
We go back to prove that β is transverse to ξ 0 . Recall we note ∂ h F the derivative of F along
As ∆ h − λ is invertible from the orthogonal of φ into itself (λ = λ i is a simple eigenvalue), for any j = (∂ h F )δh ∈ J ∩ {φ} ⊥ , there exists a unique v ∈ {φ} ⊥ such that (v, 0, δh) ∈ T (φ,λ,h) Q and
This v is explicitely given by
where G φ is the modified Green function associated to φ constructed in the previous proposition. We saw then that
Assume now by contradiction that for any (v, 0, δh) ∈ T (φ,λ,h) Q,
By the previous argument, for any j ∈ J orthogonal to φ,
we have then for any j ∈ J,
But we proved in the Lemma 1.20 that this implies that for any y ∈ K,
This is impossible for, by Proposition 1.27, ∂ x i G φ (x, .) is singular in x. This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.24, which itself implies the Proposition 1.22.
Propositions 1.21 and 1.22 show that for any i ∈ [0, q] and any compact K ⊂ M , the set M i (K) ⊂ U of the metrics in U such that for any g ∈ M i (K), the i-th eigenfunction φ g i is Morse on K is open and dense in U for the C k+2 -strong topology. As M is a countable union of compact sets, this ends the proof of Theorem 1.
Fundamental domains and bottom of the spectrum
Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold of dimension n. We say closed submanifold with boundary D ⊂ M of dimension n has piecewise C 1 boundary if there exists a C 1 -atlas of M into R n such that the image of any open set of D is open in the quadrant
The boundary ∂D itself is then a locally finite union of n − 1-dimensional closed submanifolds with piecewise C 1 boundary.
Let p : M → M be a riemannian covering. We will call a fundamental domain for p a closed connected submanifold D ⊂ M with piecewise C 1 boundary such that p(D) = M and each element of M \p(∂D) has a unique preimage in D by p.
Morse functions and fundamental domains
Let p : M → M be a riemannian covering, to any Morse function on M one can associate a fundamental domain which is adapted to its gradient flow by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let p : M → M be a riemannian covering and f : M → R * + a Morse function such that, for any a > 0,
is compact. Let us note f = f • p, there exists a fundamental domain D ⊂ M for p such that ∇ f is tangent to ∂D. Moreover, if f has a finite number of critical points, then for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the boundary ∂D has a finite number of k-dimensional smooth components.
This is a special case of Theorem 2.2, which we prove just below. The fundamental domain constructed by this result is stable under the gradient flow of f . In other words, f satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on ∂D.
Definition 2.1. Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold and f : M → R a C 1 function. We say f has a simply stratified gradient if M can be decomposed into
where the M i are disjoint open C 1 submanifolds, simply connected and stable by the gradient flow of f (in the metric g), and the partition (M i ) i is locally finite.
A locally finite partition of a topological set into manifolds is called a stratification (see for instance [GM88] p. 37), which gives the name of this property. The elements M i of the partition are called strata ; the closure of a strata is a submanifold with piecewise C 1 boundary.
Theorem 2.2. Let p : M → M be a riemannian covering, f : M → R a function with simply stratified gradient and f = π • f . There exists a fundamental D ⊂ M for p such that ∇ f is tangent to ∂D.
Proof. Let p : M → M be a riemannian covering and f : M → R a function with simply stratified gradient and M = i M i the associated stratification. We will note f := f . Let M 1 ⊂ M be a stratum with codimension 0, as M 1 is simply connected, p is trivial over M 1 : all connected components of p −1 (M 1 ) are diffeomorphic to M 1 . We call each of them a lift of M 1 by p. Let M 1 be one of these lifts. The boundary of N 1 is a locally finite union of strata with codimension at least 1. If M 1 = M , we set D = M 1 : one can immediately check that it is a fundamental domain for p such that ∇f is tangent to ∂D. If M 1 = M , there exists M 2 = M 1 another stratum with codimension 0 such that M 1 and M 2 contain a common codimension 1 stratum M 12 . This latter is completely included in the interior of N 1 ∪ N 2 , which is therefore connected. Let M 2 be a lift of M 2 such that the interior of
is a fundamental domain satisfying the conclusions of the theorem. Otherwise, there exists a codimension 0 stratum M 3 disjoint from M 1 et M 2 such that M 1 ∪ M 2 and M 3 contain a common codimension 1 stratum M 23 . We repeat the previous argument, and as there is at most a countable number of codimension 0 strata, repeting the argument a countable number of time we obtain a fundamental domain satifying the properties we wanted.
The Theorem 2.1 is a corollary of the previous theorem and the following result: Theorem 2.3 (Thom). Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold and f : M → R * + a Morse function such that for any a > 0,
is compact. Then f has a simply stratified gradient, with a finite number of strata if f has a finite number of critical points.
Proof. Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold and f such a Morse function. All critical points of f are isolated. Recall the stable manifold of a critical point α is the set of points x ∈ M such that the gradient line of f through x (oriented towards increasing f ) ends in α. It can be shown that for any critical point α of f with index r, the stable manifold of α is diffeomorphic to R n−r (this result, due to Thom, is proved for example in [AR67] , p87). Moreover, by assumption for any a > 0, M a = {x ∈ M ; f (x) ≥ a} is compact. This implies that any point belong to a (unique) stable manifold, and that the set of these stable manifolds is locally finite. Stable manifolds give then a stratification of M into simply connected submanifolds, which are by definition stable by the gradient flow of f .
A Morse function satisying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 always exists, by a classical result of Morse Theory :
Theorem 2.4. On any differentiable manifold M there exists a Morse function f : M → R * + such that for any a > 0,
This is Corollary 6.7 of [Mil63] , whose proof is detailed all along chapter 6 of J. Milnor's book. 
Bottom of the spectrum through fundamental domains
Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold with bounded geometry at order k ≥ n 2 and infinite volume. We assume the bottom of the spectrum of ∆ g is an isolated eigenvalue, whose (normalized) eigenfunction we call φ 0 . Let p : M → M be a riemannian covering. We now want to apply the genericity theorem of the first section and the construction of fundamental domains associated to Morse functions we have just presented to prove Theorem 2 : To apply Theorem 2.2 to construt a domain adapted to φ 0 , we need to control its level sets.
Lemma 2.7. For any a > 0, the set M a = {x ∈ M ; φ 0 (x) ≥ a} is compact.
Proof. Let a > 0, we assume by contradiction M a is not compact. As M is complete and φ 0 is continuous, there exists a sequence (x n ) n≥0 ∈ (M a ) N of points in M a , and r > 0 such that the B(x n , r) are disjoint to each other. We assume r to be less than the injectivity radius inj(M ), which we assumed to be positive. By definition of M a , for any n ∈ N, φ 0 (x n ) ≥ a. Moreover, as the Ricci curvature is also bounded by assumption, by [Yau75] there exists a constant C which only depends on the dimension of M and on a lower bound on its Ricci curvature such that the positive solutions of ∆f = λf satisfy ∇f f ≤ C.
Therefore, there exists r 0 < r such that for any n ≥ 0 and any x ∈ B(x n , r 0 ),
Moreover, it is shown in [GP92] that when r 0 is less than the injectivity radius of M , there exists a constant C d which only depends on the dimension d of M such that for any n ≥ 0,
which is a contradiction as φ 0 is L 2 .
This result will allow us to prove Theorem 2 when the metric is generic : Note that the proof of this proposition does not require that the geometry of (M, g) be bounded at order k ≥ n 2 , but only at order 0. When φ 0 is not Morse, we prove Theorem 2 by approximation, which will use the complete boundedness assumption through the genericity Theorem 1 : Proposition 2.9. For any > 0, there exists a fundamental domain D with piecewise C 1 boundary such that
Proof. Let > 0, by Proposition A.1, it is enough to show there exists a fundamental domain D which admits a (λ 0 (M, g 0 ) − )-superharmonic positive function for the Laplacian associated to the metric g, and which satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on ∂D . We still note λ 0 = λ 0 (g) et φ 0 the associated eigenfunction of ∆ g .
Lemma 2.10. For any > 0, there exists a neighbourhood V of g for the C 2 -strong topology such that for any h ∈ V , the eigenfunction φ h 0 of ∆ h is (λ 0 − )-superharmonic positive for the Laplacian ∆ g .
Proof. By Theorem 1.9, there exists a neighbourhood V 1 dofe g such that for any h ∈ V 1 , the bottom of the spectrum of ∆ h is a positive isolated eigenvalue and
We will use local coordinates which are adapted to the computation of the Laplacian for the metric g : the harmonic coordinates. Definition 2.2. Let (x i ) i=1,...,n be a local coordinates basis. It is said to be harmonic coordinates for the metric g if for any i = 1, ..., n, ∆ g (x i ) = 0.
Such coordinates always exists on a small open set. The following theorem will allow us to use them to define the C 2 -strong topology :
Theorem 2.11. Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold with bounded geometry at order 1. Then there exists a locally finite atlas whose charts all define harmonic coordinates. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1.3 of [Heb96] . We consider from now on a fixed harmonic atlas U for the metric g. In any local chart (x i ), for any C 2 function f , the Laplacian can be written
where the Γ p ij (h) are the Christoffel symbol of h in the local chart (x i ), and where we used Einstein summation convention (see [Heb96] , Chapter 1). We have in particular for any p = 1, ..., n,
still using Einstein summation convention. In a local basis of harmonic coordinates for g, we have then for any
For f = φ h 0 , we have then
By continuity of the application which, in a fixed coordinate basis, maps the metric to its Christoffel symbols, there exists a neighbourhood of g for the C 2 -strong topology (defined through the harmonic atlas harmonique we have fixed) V 2 ⊂ V 1 such that for any h ∈ V 2 , in any local chart of U and for any p = 1, ..., n, we get |h ij Γ p ij (h)| ≤ . Moreover, by assumption for any h ∈ V 1 , the Ricci curvature of (M, h) and its injectivity radius are bounded by uniform constants on V 1 . As φ h 0 is a positive eigenfunction on ∆ h , by [Yau75] , there exists a constant C depending only on V 1 (and not on h) such that for any h ∈ V 1 , we get
The upper bound (8) becomes then
Moreover, there exists a neighbourhood V 3 ⊂ V 2 of g for any h ∈ V 3 , in any chart of U and for all i, j = 1, ..., n, we get
We have then
by previous arguments. Eventually, for any metric h ∈ V 3 ,
Up to replacing by B where B is a positive constant which do not depend on , this ends the proof of Lemma 2.10.
Let V be the neighbourhood of g 0 for the C 2 -strong topology given by the previous lemma. For any k ≥ 0, it is also a neighbourhood of g for the C k+2 -strong topology. By Theorem 1, there exists h ∈ V such that φ h 0 is Morse on M . By Proposition 2.8, there exists then a fundamental domain D for p such that φ h 0 satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on ∂D . By the previous lemma, the fonction φ h 0 is λ 0 − -superharmonic for the Laplacian ∆ g . This ends the proos of Proposition 2.9, which also concludes the proof of Theorem 2 in the general case.
Application : bottom of the spectrum of coverings
The study of the bottom of the spectrum of fundamental domains for a covering can be used to study the bottom of the spectrum of the covering itself. We have shown in [Tap09] the following result :
Theorem 2.12. Let (M, g) be a riemannian manifold whose Laplacian has an isolated first eigenvalue. Let p : M → M be a riemannian normal covering with deck-group Γ, such that there exists a fundamental domain D ⊂ M for p satisfying λ 0 (D) = λ 0 (N ). Then the bottom of the spectrum of M satisfies
with equality if and only if Γ is amenable.
By Proposition 2.8, if (M, g) has a positive injectivity radius, a lower bound on its Ricci tensor, and if the first eigenfunction is Morse, then there exists a fundamental domain D ⊂ M for p satisfying λ 0 (D) = λ 0 (N ). From our genericity Theorem 1, we deduce then the following: Corollary 2.13. Let (M, g) be a riemannian n-manifold with infinite volume and bounded geometry at order k ≥ n 2 . Assume the Laplacian ∆ g has an isolated first eigenvalue. If g is generic for the C k+2 -strong topology, then for any normal covering p : M → M with deck-group Γ, we have
This corollary is a generalisation of a result of R. Brooks (cf [Bro85] ), who shows that under a technical hypothesis on the fundamental domains of p : M → M , which implies among other things that the first eigenvalue of ∆ g is isolated, then λ 0 (M ) ≥ λ 0 (M ) with equality if and only if the deck-group Γ is amenable. See [Tap09] for more details on these works of Brooks and the connections with our result.
Let us note that we only used the genericity of the metric to show that the first eigenfunction has a simply stratified gradient (cf Definition 2.1). If we were able to show that for smooth metrics with isolated first eigenvalue, the first eigenfunction has always a simply stratified gradient, then the equality would always be attained in Theorem 2 and the conclusion of Corollary 2.13 would hold for any smooth metric.
A Bottom of the spectrum with Neumann boundary conditions Let (M, g) be a smooth complete non compact manifold whith piecewise C 1 boundary. We now prove the following characterization of the bottom of the spectrum with Neumann condition, which we used in the proof of Theorem 2 :
Théorème A.1. For any real number λ, there exists a smooth function φ which is λ-harmonic positive on M with Neumann boundary conditions on ∂M if and only if λ ≤ λ 0 (M ), where λ 0 (M ) is the bottom of the spectrum of the Laplacian on M with Neumann boundary conditions.
We can also state this theorem as in our introduction :
When ∂M = ∅, this is exactly Theorem 2.1 of [Sul87] ; it was also proved in [CY75] , p 345. We adapt the proof to the case of Neumann boundary condition, using as in [Sul87] Section 3-4, probabilistic tools from the Diffusion Theory which we will try to render readable for geometers.
A.1 Brownian motion with reflexion on ∂M
Let (M j ) j∈N be an increasing family of open sets of M with compact closure such that j M j = M , all containing a fixed open set K ⊂ ∂M . For any j ≥ 0, we note ∂ 1 M j = ∂M ∩ M j and ∂ 2 M j = ∂M j \∂M which we also assume to be piecewise C 1 . We will note
where f runs over all smooth functions with compact support in M j = M j \∂ 2 M j : λ j 0 is the bottom of the spectrum on M j with Neumann boundary conditions on ∂ 1 M j and Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂ 2 M j . We have then λ 0 (M ) = inf j λ j 0 . As the (M j ) j are compact, from the classical theory of partial differential equations, for any j ∈ N there exists an eigenfunction φ j 0 ∈ H 1 (M j ) which satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on ∂ 1 M j and vanishes on ∂ 2 M j . As M j is strictly included in M j+1 , by the unique continuation principle of Aronszajn (see [Aro57] ), the sequence (λ 0 (M j )) j∈N is strictly decreasing and ∀j ∈ N, λ 0 (M j ) > λ 0 (M ).
Let p j (x, y, t) = p M j (x, y, t) be the heat kernel of M j associated to our problem, that is the fundamental solution of the equation ∆f = − ∂f ∂t with these mixed boundary conditions (recall our Laplacian is positive). For any x, y ∈ M j and t > 0, p j (x, y, t) = 
where φ j k is the eigenfunction of the Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions on ∂ 1 M j and Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂ 2 M j associated to the eigenvalue λ j k .
The following statements would need, to be proved, a long development of the diffusion theory associated to an elliptic operator, which go through the theory of stochastic calculus. Therefore, we will only present definitions, results and key ideas of the proof. We lead our reader to [Mal75] and [Tay96] , Chapter 11 for the construction of the Brownian motion from the heat kernel. Probabilstic basics for this proof can be found for example in [Bas95] , chapter I, and the details of our proof from stochastic integrals are in [Bas98] in the case of open domains in R d . The justification of their adaptation for riemannian manifolds is for example in [Eme89] .
Definition A.1. Let j > 0 and M j ⊂ one of the domain we defined above. We note Ω the set of all continuous path from R + into M and τ j : Ω → R + defined for any ω ∈ Ω by τ j (ω) = inf t > 0 : ω(t) ∈ ∂ 2 M j .
Let Ω j be the set of path from R + into M j such that ∀t ≥ τ (ω), ω(t) = ω(τ (ω)) ∈ ∂ 2 M j
and Ω j x = ω ∈ Ω j : ω(0) = x .
We call Ω j the set of trajectories in M j .
We call a cylinder in Ω j x a set of the following form :
with k ∈ N, B ⊂ (M j ) k is a borelian, and the t j are real number such that 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 ... < t k . For any cylinder A, we set P j x (A) = B p j (x, y 1 , t 1 )p j (y 1 , y 2 , t 2 − t 1 )...p j (y k−1 , y k , t k − t k−1 )dV (y 1 )...dV (y k ),
where dV is the canonical riemannian volume measure. One can show from the semi-group property of the heat kernel that P j x extends to a unique probability measure on the σ-algebra of Ω j x generated by its cylinders (see [Tay96] ). Ω j is the Wiener space on M j , and P j x the Wiener probability measure in x.
Let us consider the random process (X t ) t≥0 on (Ω X t is a Markov process with law p j . The random process (X t ) t≥0 with law P j x is called the brownion motion on M j (with reflexion on ∂ 1 M j , which will be assumed from now on). This name comes from the fact that, in a statistical physic model as the perfect gaz, p(x, y, t)dV (y) is the density of probability for a particule that was in x at t = 0 to be in y at time t.
Let f : M j → R be a C 2 function. For any vector Y, Z ∈ T x M , we write now g x (Y, Z) = Y.Z. The Itô Formula for the Brownian Motion (X t ) t≥0 (see [Bas95] 
The las term of our formula is multiplied by −2 from the one in [Bas95] p 49 : this comes from the fact that our sign convention for the Laplacian is opposed to the convention chosen by Bass, and that the usual Brownian motion considered by probabilists has elementary transition probability given by the fundamental solution of − 1 2 ∆f = ∂f ∂t , whereas, as geometers, we do not keep this 1 2 in our definition (see for instance [Bas98] p53). By [Bas98] p 33, as X t is a brownian with normal reflexion on ∂ 1 M j , we can write dX t = dW t + ν(X t )dL t , where W t is a brownian without reflexion in M j , ν(X t ) is the inward norml to ∂ 1 M j in X t when X t ∈ ∂ 1 M j , and 0 elsewhere, and L t is the local time on ∂ 1 M j . This local time is a positive increasing process with bounded variations, strictly increasing if and only if X t ∈ ∂ 1 M . It is defined by Proof. Let j ∈ N, for any C 2 positive function f and real λ, we consider the random process (Y t ) t≥0 on Ω j x with real values defined by Y t = e λ min(t,τ j ) f (X t ), where X t is still the brownian motion with reflexion we defined in the previous section and τ j is the first time X t reaches ∂ 2 M j . Itô Formula implies now e λ min(t,τ j ) f (X t ) = f (X 0 )+ 
